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1. lNTRoDucT10~ 
This paper is concerned with the vacuum state in a gas flow. Our main 
result states that the vacuum never occurs in an isentropic flow consisting 
of rarefaction waves even though the density may tend to zero as time 
tends to infinity. 
Consider the initial value problem for isentropic gas dynamics equations 
in Lagrangian coordinates 
u,-uu,=o, u, + P(O), = 0, (-? t) E (0, cc) x co, Go) (E) 
(4X> 013 44 0)) = (%I(.~), %(,~)), XE(-m, co) (1) 
where the pressure p = p(u) is a C2 function of the specific volume v and u 
is the velocity of the gas. In consistence with the polytropic gases, for which 
p(u)=kuP, k>O, y> 1, we assume that p'(o) ~0, p"(u)>O, 
lim,.,, p(u)= co, lim,., ,. p(u)=0 and 
Condition (C), which is dictated by physics, is a source of essential dif- 
ficulties in the mathematical treatment of this problem. 
There have been extensive studies on the smooth solutions for equations 
(E) [2-61. These studies are concerned with states (p, U) in the region 
strictly away from the vacuum, that is, p = l/u > p0 for some fixed positive 
constant p,,. A necessary condition for the existence of a global bounded 
continuous solution is 
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where Y and s are Riemann invariants 
and TV = r(uO(x), v,(x)), so(x) = s(Q(x), u,,(x)) (see [2, 31). On the other 
hand, it has also been shown (see [336]) that, conversely, where (M) 
holds, a continuous global solution of (E), (I) exists, provided 
{(r,s) I rO(-OO)~r~rO(‘X)),sg(-CO)~sdso(CO)}ESZ (V) 
where Sz- {(r,s) I2j~,,/d(u)dx<r-s<2~; Jxduj. The con- 
dition (V) assures that the solution is strictly away from vacuum 
p(x, t) > pO, for some positive constant pO. 
It is well known that the solution of the Riemann problem for (E) may 
contain the vacuum u = co [7]. One thereby tends to believe that if the 
initial data are not far from the vacuum, then the solution will contain 
vacuum at a later time. When the vacuum appears, (E) is not strictly 
hyperbolic, becomes nondiagonizable, and waves behave in a singular way, 
causing serious analytical difficulty [S]. Thus it is of interest to study how 
the vacuum can be attained in the solution. For the aforementioned 
solution of the Riemann problem, which corresponds to pistons moving 
away from each other at high speed, the vacuum appears immediately. We 
show that this indeed is the only circumstance where the vacuum can 
occur. Precisely, we show that for a solution consisting of rarefaction 
waves, the vacuum never occurs if it does not appear at time t = O+, and, 
in this case, the specific volume grows at most linearly with time t. 
Roughly speaking, the reason for the nonoccurrence of the vacuum is 
that the characteristic speed i = TJx is small near the vacuum 
u = co, thereby slowing down the interaction of waves, the main mechanism 
for the vacuum to appear. Our main task is to estimate the rate of wave 
interactions. To carry out our analysis, we refine the method of polygonal 
approximation [ 11. In this method, one approximates the initial data by 
step functions and the nonlinear function p(u) in (E) by a suitable sequence 
of piecewise linear continuous (polygonal) functions. Approximate 
solutions are piecewise constant functions separated by special contact dis- 
continuities in rarefaction waves, and by special weak shocks in com- 
pressive waves.’ In its general approach, our method resembles that of 
DiPerna [9], but there are also essential differences between the two 
methods. 
We need to address two issues, namely, (a) can approximate solutions be 
globally defined and (b) does the family of approximate solutions have 
’ This method can also be used to study discontinuous solutions of (E) (see [I 11) 
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uniformly bounded variation, so that a convergent subsequence may be 
extracted? We note that once one proves that the v-component of the 
approximate solution is uniformly bounded in a compact region it is easy 
to establish a uniform bound on the total variation in the region. 
Our main idea is to approximate the function p(u) so as not to accelerate 
the rate of wave interactions, thus making it convenient to estimate the 
linear bound in u. Our scheme is robust in the sense that the approximate 
solutions share the same property as the exact solution in that vacuum 
never occurs. This property is not shared by the widely used Glimm scheme 
[lo], which may unduly accelerate wave interactions. We believe that the 
difficulty that arises for the Glimm scheme can be overcome, however, and 
is left for later. 
In Section 2, we describe how the method of polygonal approximations 
can be used to construct solutions to the initial value problem (E), (I) for 
any locally Lipschitz continuous, though it may be unbounded, initial data 
that satisfy (M). The v-component of the approximate solution for this 
initial problem is monotonic nondecreasing in the t direction and possibly 
globally unbounded. However, we are able to estimate a uniform bound on 
any given bounded region. 
In Section 3, we discuss the case where the initial functions are piecewish 
Lipschitz continuous. In such cases, there are centered rarefaction waves 
issued from the initial discontinuity points. The estimates are much more 
complicated then that in Section 2. The reason for studying such solutions 
is that it may shed some light for the case where the solutions contain 
shock waves. 
2. LIPSCHITZ CONTINUOUS INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 
The polygonal approximations of p(u) are defined as follows: For any 
given positive integer n, let v&“’ = 1, and v $$ (k = integer) be determined by 
the recurrence formula 
Obviously, there is a unique sequence {v!J”} defined by (2.1). It is easy to 
prove that VP) 7 CC as kToo; vp)lO, as kl-co; and S~)=v~~,- 
vpl) r + co, as k T a.‘Sometimes, if there is no confusion, VP’ are replaced 
by vk. 
The polygonal lines with vertices (VP), p(vr))) are the polygonal 
approximation of p(o). These functions are denoted by p,(u), r1 = 1, 2,.... 
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Let G,,(u) = jf ,,/-j d u, obviously, @,,( vj;“) = @,,( 1 ) = 0, @,,( v!? , ) - 
@Jvr)) = Jw) = l/n, therefore @,,(vr)) = k/n, k = 0, f l,... 
Let us consider the initial value problem 
u,+Pn(u).=O, u,-u,=o, t-x, xc)x co, cc) (El,, 
(4% Oh 4-c 0)) = (h(,~), d-Y)) (-‘X, ‘E). (1) 
Riemann invariants are defined as 
r(“‘(u, 21) = u + Q,,(u), .P’(u, u) = u - @,,(v). (2.2) 
The following states are called standard states: 
(u, u) = ;: v;.” ) 
!’ i 
i.e., (4@,,)= i,f , i > 
i.e., (II) (r ,s (‘l))= 
( 1 
;,; ) 
where 
k=+(i+j), f=i(i-j) 
i=k+l, ,j=k-1 
i, j, k, 1 are integers. 
Consider the Riemann problem with initial data 
(u,,b), U”(-Y)) = 
i 
(x9 up), .Y < 0, 
(u+,t’+), .Y > 0, 
I.e., 
(rr’(x), So’) = 1 (r(“), s(y)), .Y < 0, 01  (r+ , .+:‘)I, x > 0, 
where 
r?)(x) = rr)(u,(x), u,(x)), $‘(x) E sb”‘(uo(x), uo(x)); 
(r(;l),sy’)= 
2(k + M) 2(1+ N) 
(u+ > u+)= 
(2.3) 
(2.4), 
(2.4~ 
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(they are called standard states); i, j, k, I, h4 2 0, N > 0 are integers satisfy- 
ing the relations (2.3). 
The solution of the Riemann problem (E),, (2.4) consists of A4 + N + 1 
standard states. These standard states, from left to right, are 
i.e., 
= In) (r, , .y(l-“), 
=(u+,u+). 
They are separated by A4 + N straight lines centered at the origin. The 
slopes of the M lines on the left are 
p = l,..., AI. These discontinuities are called standard characteristic discon- 
tinuities qf the first kind, which are denoted by 1 -S.C.D. The slopes of the N 
lines on the right side is 
]‘2’= _ 
p( ,‘f”) 
I+M q+ I)- P(Vj’L <,) = 1 
*4 v(“) 
I+M L, + I - v;yM y 
n( 1’(“) 
l+M 4+’ - v;‘:) &, <,) > O3 
(2.51, 
q = l,..., N. These discontinuities are called standard characteristic discon- 
tinuities qf the second kind, which are denoted by 2-S.C.D. The medium 
state between the I-S.C.D. and 2-S.C.D. (m) = (rc), SC)) = (r?), s(T)) = 
(2(k + M)/n, 21/n), i.e., (m) = (u:), ~2’) = ((i + M)/n, vi”!,,,). The centered 
rarefaction wave which consists of S.C.D. is called the standard centered 
rarefaction wave and is denoted by S.C. W. 
Remark 2.1. After two S.C.D. of opposite kinds penetrate each other, 
there are still two S.C.D. of opposite kinds, i.e., no branching occurs. The u 
value on the right side of the S.C.D. is greater than that on the left by l/n. 
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The 0,,(v) value on the upper side of S.C.D. is greater than that on the 
lower side by l/n. 
Suppose the initial data (rg’(x), @(x)) consist of a finite number of 
standard states, which we will call the standard initial function, and 
$1(x), $1(x) are monotonic nondecreasing functions continuous on the 
right. Let us construct the global generalized solutions of the systems (E),, 
with standard initial data (Ye), s{,“‘(x)). These solutions (Y”‘~(x, t). 
?“)(x, t)) consist of a finite number of piecewise standard states. They are 
called standard solutions. The upper half of the .Y - t plane is partitioned 
into three kinds of regions on which the solution remains constant. The 
region of the first kind is unbounded. The region of the second kind is 
bounded with a bottom side on the initial line; this is called the initial 
region. The region of the third kind is a quadrilateral, called a diamond. 
Some of these diamonds may degenerate into triangles with a vertex on the 
initial line. For any two pieces with a common side, the u value of the right 
region is greater than that of the left by l/n, and the @,,(t’) value of the 
upper region is greater than that of the lower by l/n. 
The set containing the segments of discontinuities with upper state 
(., I$~)) and lower state (., VP! I) is denoted by I,, which we may write as 
{(t, x) : t = T,(x)). Ob viously, T,(s) is a single valued, piecewise linear 
function. Let 
nz = min @,,(~)J.Y)), i.e., I!];;’ = min P,,(X), 
1 r 
A4 E max @,,(u,,(x)), i.e., vi;) E max C,,(X), (2.6) 
Y u 
H = max @,,(u,,(x, t)), 
r20 
It is easy to see that Tk(-y) is defined everywhere for k = M+ l,..., H. But 
7’,(x) is not defined everywhere for k = m + I,..., M. 
We now discuss the diamonds and the initial region. 
In Fig. 1, the superscript ,j of the point P/+ ,(x/+ ,, t/+ I) denotes that the 
Q,,(u) value on the right and the left is j/n and the subscript i+ 1 denotes 
that the u value on top of Pi+, and underneath is (i + 1 )/n, i + j = even. 
The slopes of the four sides of the diamond are 
respectively. Denoting h;, , = XI+, - x;+ ‘, hj = x( + ’ - x-, , z;+ , f 
t:+ I -t(+‘, s:-t:+‘-tt:m ,, i+j=even, then 
hi,, = i,7;, (2.8) 
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we get 
alo), 
(2.10), 
where 
Fk=f(l -s(k). (2.11) 
Hence, 1 - sk = {( 1 + a,), tik = 1 - 2~~. From (2.11) and (2.9), we get 
0 < ek < $, 1 -.zk > 4. Relation (2.10) still holds for the diamonds, which 
degenerate into triangles, i.e., b:,- ’ = 0 or b:,;‘, = 0. 
Let b, = min, hf;,. According to (2. lb) and (2.6), we get 
b, 3 6, , > k = M + 2,..., H. (2.12) 
The general shape of the initial region is shown in Fig. 2. The subscripts 
and superscripts of P are defined as with the diamonds. The points Q lie on 
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FIGURE 2 
the initial line. The superscript of Qb,, i= 1, 2, denotes that there is an i- 
S.C.D. issued from Qz). If the standard state on the right of this S.C.D. is 
(Z/n, v;‘~)), then the subscript of Qz’ is m = $(Z + J). (Note that I + J= even.) 
Therefore the l’-S.C.D. issued from Q$‘+, is the right neighbour of the i- 
S.C.D. issued from Q(j. It is possible that Qi?’ = Q,‘;,‘, , . The x coordinate of 
point Qz) is denoted by y:). Denote 
24’ E y;’ - y;’ , 2 0, i= 1,2 CI = min (u!! ), aj2’)30. (2.13) 
nz.l 
The segments PIpI Qc) and PI,, QAT) are extended downward until they 
intersect each other at the point PI- I. Relation (2.10) still holds for 
quadrilateral P(- , P;+ ‘P;, , P;- I. Note that 
h(- 1 = ($2) I?? 3 bj,,‘=(p’ n2 + I 
From (2.10) (2.13), and (2.14) we have 
(2.14) 
/5:3u, hi+, 30. 
Using (2.10) repeatedly, we get 
h, 3 (1 
for all well-defined k (i.e., k = m + l,..., H; see (2.6)). 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
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If Pj- , lies on the initial line, i.e., 1:. , = 0 (see Fig. 3), then Pi-, = QLf!-, , 
i.e., XI-, = ykf’, . Relations (2.10) and (2.14) still hold, and h( 3 h:, , , 
a;y<ap+ ,. Therefore h, 3 n. It implies that (2.16) still holds for this case. 
THEOREM 2.1. If u,(x), uO(x) me locally Lipschitz continuous, and satisfj 
the condition 
i.e.. 
where D(u) =jI’ &p’(u) dv, c > 0, rO(x) z r(uJx), z:“(x)) = uO(x) + 
@(uO(x)), so(x) = s(r+(x), uO(x)) = u,,(.Y) - @(uO(x)), then there is a globally 
continuous solution of the initial value problem (E), (I). This solution is 
locally Lipschitz continuous. 
Proof For given positive integer N, let 
(u,(x), u/v(x)) = 
1 
(uo( -NJ, d -NJ), as XC -N, 
(%(X)3 V,(.~))> as Ix G N, (2.18) 
(u,(N)> L+,(N)), as x > N, 
UC’(X) = u,,,(x) + (sign x) TV,‘F,(v,(x)), where F, = Gn - @, TVif(x) 
denotes the total variation of f’(x) on the interval whose end poinds are a 
and h. Then 
d$(xz) - uC’(x, )= udxz) - u,&,) + [T:‘,, Fn(u,(x)), x, <x2. (2.19) 
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Let ri;‘J(x)-~$‘(~) + @JUT), .si;l)(x)~~jyn)(~) - @JUT), f-$)(x), So;‘) 
are clearly globally Lipschitz continuous. According to (2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
It is easy to prove S,,,= {x 1 ($I( ) x , sj;‘)(x)) E Lk,,} is an interval which is 
closed on the left, where 
L,.,z (f-(“),.y(“)) 
i I 
g<r(‘i)<p -<.y 
2(k + 1) 21 ,,,,<w+ 1) 
n n ‘n I n ’ 
hence there are finite points -N= x@) < . .. < ,Y!;’ < .x:: , = N. ff 0 
x E [x”” x?‘), ci = l)...) qn + , , the states (r$“(x), .$‘(x)) belong to some 
rectanile’i,,,. We take the standard initial data 
(Flv”‘(x), Sgy(x)) = - (y,yj, as XE [xg” i, xp)), (2.22) 
Y(yn’(x), SC)(x) are monotonic nondecreasing functions. Let 
2$‘(x) = +[rp(x) + sg’fx) J, V$'(x)- @,, '[f(Fj;,'(x)-S;'(x))] (2.23) 
where @,,-I is the inverse function of @,,. We construct the standard 
solution of systems (E), with standard initial data (U$$)(.Y), fig)(x)). These 
solutions are denoted by (u$‘(x, I), v~‘(x, t)). Since the initial function (I) 
is Lipschitz continuous, there is no S.C.W. in these solutions. 
For given N> 0, as n -+ co, the sequence { U)v”‘(.x), $!)(x)} converges 
uniformly to (u,(x), u,.Jx)). If we let L, denote the Lipschitz constant of 
u,(x), then using (2.13) and Remark 2. l., it is easy to prove 
L,d or 
1 
a2->O. 
na nLN 
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Let T, = min, Tkp, i.e., T, is the minimum t coordinate of 1,. According to 
(2.6), (2.8), (2.16), (2.7), 
(2.25) 
p = M + l,..., H- 1. Given T>O, if TE [T,, T,,,,), from (2.25), (2.24), 
v~‘=v~‘+L,T,< V,+L,T (2.26) 
where V, = max, uN(x) 3 max II V$)(x) = v g). It is also easy to see that the 
function z = g,(y), 0 < y < z, which is defined implicitly by G( y, z) = 
[p( JJ) - p(z)](z - y) = l/n2, 0 < y < z, exists globally, is single valued, con- 
tinuously differentiable, and g:,(y) > 0, i.e., g,(y) is monotonic increasing 
with respect o y. Obviously g,,(y) 1 y, as n T co. Then, for any given ~1~ > 0, 
if n 3 n, > 0, 
sup 0$)(x, t) < v$ , = &h$“‘) d g,z(u, + L, 7-1 d gno(uN + LN T), (2.27) 
O<(<T 
i.e., there is a uniform upper bound of Uc)(x, t) in the strip 
(-co, co) x [0, T). A uniform lower bound of Uj;‘)(x, t) is the lower bound 
of &N(X). 
The remainder of the proof is standard and we omit it. 
From (2.27), we obtain 
sup u,(x, t)<u,+L,T 
oer<i- 
(2.28) 
where u,,,(x, t) is the limit of {$!)(x, t)} ( or its subsequence). This implies 
that the solution which we found is locally bounded. The estimate (2.28) 
holds as an equality for the initial value problem (E), (I), when u,(x) = 1, 
z+(x) = x. 
Remark 2.2. The crucial point of the above proof is (2.25), which is 
based on (2.24), i.e., na has a uniform positive lower bound. This is not 
true for cenetered rarefaction waves. 
3. PIECEWISE LIPSCHITZ CONTINUOUS INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 
Let us construct the standard solution (u,(x, t), 0,(x, t)) of the system 
(E),, with a standard initial function (rr)“)(x), sg)(x)). Suppose that there are 
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FIGUKF 4 
k 2-S.C.D. issued from the point PO(yO), one 2-S.C.D. issued from each 
P;(y,), i= 1 ,..., p> y, < YI < ” < Y,, and one I-S.C.D. issued from each 
point Q,(z,), i= 1 ,...) q, yo = zo < 2, < . . . < zy. Denote 
a = min { y, - yI , , 2, -z, , } > 0. (3.1) I = I . . . ..p 
I = 1 4 
The end point of the ith segment (from PO upward) on the Ith 2-S.C.D. 
(from right to left) is denoted by Rf(xf, tf), Rt) = P,,, I= l,..., k, i= 0 ,..., q 
(Fig.4). Let hi=xj+,-xj, I=1 ,..., k, i=O ,..., q-l, c~+,=x~+‘-XI, 
I= l,..., k- 1, i= l,..., q. The u value of the standard solution on the dia- 
mond RfRi, , Riz f Rfi ’ is denoted by Vale+,. (Note: the subscripts defined 
are consistent, because the Qj,, value on the upper side of the S.C.D. is 
greater than that on the lower side by l/n.) Let 
A,+ ;+ , v(‘l’ 
Yl ,+;E-= /+/+i 
-$Y,+, I 
A 
I= 1 I..., k- 1, i=O ,..., q- 1 (3.2) 
/+I vC”’ /+/+iLl -v!‘Il ’ ,+I+, 
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then 
E /+,=tt1 -%+,h (3.3) 
o<q+;< l,O<&,+; < t. Note that the subscripts here are different from in 
Section 2. For these diamonds, the relations (2.10) can be rewritten as 
hj+‘=(l -C,+,)hj+c,+,c;, (3.4), 
CI ,+I = E,+,hf+(l -El+,)& (3.4)2 
I= I,..., k - 1, i = 0 ,..., q - 1, and ck = 0. 
LEMMA 3.1. 
hf2 flla, I = 1, . . . . k, i = 0 ,..., q - 1 (3.5), 
ci 3 y;a, I= I,..., k- 1, i=O ,..., q (3.5), 
where PI, y( are dczfined as 
PI = 1, @,=(1-E, ,)/j:, ‘= ... =(l -E, ,)...(I -cl), (3.6), 
yp= 1, f,=E,&=E,(l -E/m ,)“‘(I -E,), (3.6), 
B1” = (1 -&,+,I P;+E/+,YL (3.7), 
$+ , = E ,+,b;+u -El+,)Y;. 
I = l)...) k, i = O,..., q - 1 
(3.7), 
Proof: From (3.1) and (3.6),, (3.5), holds for I= 1. Obviously, (3.5)2 
holds for I= 1. According to (3.7) and (3.4), this lemma can be proved by 
induction. 
From (3.7), and (3.6), O<yf =E, <i, 
Y’ ,+I= E,+r+(l-E~+,)yj=Yf+E,+r(l--~,l), 
1 -)‘,+,=(I -E ,+,)(1-y,!)= “’ =(1-E,+,)“.(1-F2)(1-j’;) 
=(1-c ,+,)“‘(l -E,)>o, 
therefore 
o<&,=y; <y;< ‘.. <y:< 1. 
From (3.7), and (3.6), 
/3~=(l-&,+;)+&,+,~;=l-E,+,(1-~~), 
therefore 
o<p:< 1, i=o, l,...) q- 1. 
(3.8), 
(3.8)2 
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LEMMA 3.2. 
Apf+‘>o, Ayj,, > 0, I= 1 ,..., k - 1, i = 0 ,..., q - 2, (3.9) 
where 
Afl;rjf;; -flf, Ayf = yf; ; - yf. (3.10) 
Proof: Combining relations (3.10) with (3.7), A/f+ ‘, &I+ , satisfy the 
relations 
AP, ‘+‘=(l-~,+,)A~f.+~,+,dy’ I) (3.11), 
AM+ 1 , =E,+iAPI+(l-E,+,)AlJf, (3.1112 
1=2 ,..., k- 1, i=O ,..., q-2. We now prove (3.9). From (3.10), (3.8),, 
A/If=l-fif>O, i = O,..., q - 2. 
From (3.1), (3.6),, 
Ay~=$~‘-yl,>O, I= 2,..., k - 1. 
Using (3.11) and the relations from A# > 0 and A& > 0, we get Ayj, , > 0, 
and from A& > 0 and Ayj > 0, we get ApI+ ’ > 0, I = 2 ,..., k - 1, i = 0 ,..., q - 2, 
and the lemma is established by an induction argument. 
LEMMA 3.3. 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
Proof: From (3.6),, (3.3), and (3.2), 
Subtracting (3.15)2 from (3.15), , and noting (3.3), we obtain 
a~+‘-y~+,=~l.;(Pf-y~). (3.15), 
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By adding (3.9) and (3.15),, we obtain 
Pf+,-YI+,=“,+i(Bf-Yf)~ “. >+?b. (3.16) 
From (3.7),, (3.16), and (3.3), 
Yf+, -.ij’6,+i(8i-i.:)~f(l-a,+,)~B1, 
/ 
q1 -~)~““=~(“,+;-“,+i+,)pi. (3.17) 
therefore 
Y: =‘c’ bf, I 
/I 1 PO 
i=o 
-yi,a~ c (&+;-4+I+l) -/ ,=o 
=$(I.,-&+,). 
L/ 
This is (3.13). Add (3.13) to (3.16) (with i+ 1 replaced by i) and we get 
(3.14). 
LEMMA 3.4. 
$2, = P”(vjlt)[+i) 
&[ -p’(v(“+),+,)13/2 II1 “(‘I’:),+i+ 1 -“j’:‘,+; I)], (3.18) 
where O(M) + 0, as a -+ 0. 
Recal the definition of E (see (3.2), (3.3)) and the definition of vj”’ (see 
( 1.1)). This lemma can be proved easily. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that vi,“i k, + v , q,Jn + A > 0, as n + co. 
(1) If A < @(co) - @(vJ then v,,,+~,+~, converges to the unique v, 
satisfying 
@(v+)-@(v. )=A. (3.19) 
(2) IfA>@(Q(K), then 
V In+k,+yn+ mf as nhoo. (3.20) 
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Proqf: From (2.1), 
The assertion of Lemma 3.5 follows from this expression. 
LEMMA 3.6. Giwn A > 0, cleurfy there exists unique Jo ( >.y), such 
that 
For any given interval [Ix,, .x2], there is c > 0, such thut 
(3.21 ) 
This lemma can be proved by reductio absurdum. 
Combining Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.6, we get 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose thut q,,/n -+ A, us n + x, I’jb’: ,,, E co, 1 UJ, 
0 < v, < v2 < GO, and A < @,,( “G) - @(v& then there is c > 0, such thut 
, _J-P’(vj:‘:i”+‘,“)>(.>o 
JTi?g ’ 
(3.22) 
tchere c depends on A, v, , v2, hut is independent of n. 
Suppose that 
5 
(r,, , s,. ), ftir x < I, 
(rd-y), .b(-~)) = (r(x), s(x)), .for z, <.Y<Z, 
(VI.+ 1 .b.+ 1, ,for .Y > z, 
(3.23), 
,t,here r(x), s(x) are monotonic nondecreasing Lipschit= continuous and L is a 
Lipschit; constant. 
r,,+ =r(z, +0)3r,.-, s,,+ rs(z, +O)>s,.- 1 
(3.241, 
r2. E r(_7* - 0) < r2.+, .~I, s .~(=2 - 0) d s7.c. 
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(u,, ~,V,, ), as .-c-c-, 
as z, <.K < -2 (3.23)? 
(Uz.+, u7,+), us .u>-2. 
The relation between (u,(x), vO(x)) crnd (r,,(.u), sag) is described in Sec- 
tion 2. Denote 
l/4 ,.* = u(z, AZ 01, c’,.+ = u(z, AI 01, i= 1, 2. W4), 
There exists V,, such thut 
@( V,) = 4(r), + - 3,. ) < @( + CxI ). (3.25), 
Denote 
2e,-@(+‘XJ-@(V,)=@(+Yu)-&(r,,+-5,. )>O. (3.25), 
Remark 3.1. Consider the Riemann problem of system (E). If the left 
state and right state of the initial value are (r , s ), (r+ , .Y + ), respectively, 
then the necessary and sufficient condition of the generalized solution to 
remain bounded is f(r + - s ) < @( + x’). Under this condition, the v value 
of the medium state of the generalized solution, denoted by V, satisfies the 
relation @(II) = f(r + ~ s ) < @( m ). 
Following Theorem 2. I, let us define the standard functions (T”“(.Y), 
S”‘)(X)) (see (2.23)) and (U”“(X), v(“‘(x)) (see (2.24)). Construct the stan- 
dard solution of system (E),, with initial data (U”“(X), ?“)(.Y)) (i.e., (U’“‘(.Y), 
ii”“(~))). Corresponding to (3.24), there are r:(:) , sf(‘i, ui(;l , P:(,:, and L::!:’ ,,?. 
As n -+ J3, r,,“: -+ r,. + , ,s,.“i + s,, + , ui,‘y --f 14,.  3 1yi + l’,., , Vi”’ + I/, From 
(3.25 ), 
@(co) - @,,( Vi”‘) = @(x ) - +(r](;1 - xi(‘) ) > c, > 0, i= 1, 2, (3.26) 
for n sufficiently large. Furthermore, there must exist S.C.W. issued from 
point Pi(-,) for n sufficiently large. There is no harm in assuming there is 
one I-S.C.W. and 2-S.C.W. We are going to discuss the uniform bound of 
the standard solution. It is sufficient to consider the interaction of the 2- 
S.C.W. issued from I’, and the I-S.C.W. issued from P,. 
Suppose that the boundaries of these S.C.W. intersect at A”, B”, c”, D” 
(Fig. 5). From (2.16), (3. I ), Lemma 3.1 holds on the polygonal triangle 
p,A(“lB(“) . Denote Ar z r2,- -r,,+ , Arc”) E q) _ rl”) . Note that 
(P)(x), S”“(S)) 1s a standard function, the r value on thl’;ght of I-S.C.D. 
is greater than the left by 2/n, and the r value on the right of 2-S.C.D. 
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equals that to the left. Therefore, the necessary and sufficient condition of 
q,z - 1 I-S.C.D. issued from interval (;, , ;?) is 
Ar,,,) _ 2(q,, - 1 ) 
rl 
(3.27) 
Case 1. dv = 0. Then dy(“) = 0, q,, = I. Under the condition, polygonal 
triangle P, A”“B”” in Fig. 5 is the polygonal triangle P,,AB in Fig. 4 for 
q = 1. According to Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3, 
nci; > ny{ a = ne,fi~a > m, 
,I’: 
: u, 
where u, as defined by (2.13)?, is a= t(z? -:,). Note that 
jb, + Jm, & + Jm, as n -+ z. According to Lemma 3.4, 
there is c* > 0, such that /I(.{ > c*. Hereafter, all lower bounds which 
depend only on initial function, but are independent of n, will be denoted 
by c*. 
Cuse 2. 0 < 4 Ar < @( rx, ) - @( V, ). There clearly exists 0 < VT < clu, such 
that 
$Ar=@(V:)-@(If,). 
We deduce that combining Fig. 4 and the above notations, 
It(“) + u ,, + ) v$‘, -+ V,) j”(I”, -+ 
F/ram (3.27), q,,/n = $ Ar’“’ 
Jm, v:“’ + Jm, as n + cc. 
+ l/n + $ Ar = @(VT) - @(VI). By Lemma 3.5, 
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From Lemma 3.3, yt b i( 1 - 1, +,/jtik) JjbJ%, 3 C,. Furthermore, 
according to Lemma 3.7, 7: 3 t( 1 - (n,+,/i.,)) m 3 C,, I= l,..., k. From 
Lemma 3.1 and (2.24) 
nC: >, yi,na 3 y:JL = C,. 
From Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.3, and (2.24) 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
Case3. r,l(-72-O)-ro(z, +O)=r,, -r,,+ a@(m)-@(u,). Since Y()(:) 
is Lipschitz continuous on (;, , z2), therefore there is a Z, E (:, , z2), such 
that 
O<r(Z,)-r(z, +0)=&(@(x)-@(v,))<@(x)-@(c,). (3.31) 
Let zI = zi;“< +l) < . < _lIll = - ‘,,i - 2 be the discontinuities of (r”“(-x), 
s(“)(x)), if Zz E [+‘i), :g,(+ , 
cftt 
). By arguments similar to those of Case 2, 
replacing P, by F”’ (whose coordinate is :$,)), q,, by Q,,, and B”” by I?“‘, 
we deduce that the .Y projections (denoted by a:“‘) of the segments on the 
polygonal line P, E”‘)F(“) satisfy na)“’ > C,. Similar properties hold for the 
polygonal triangle P, A’“‘D”“. 
Following the method of proof of Theorem 2.1 (see Remark 2.2) it is 
easy to show that the standard solutions of the initial value problem (E),,, 
(3.23) are locally uniformly bounded. 
A function ,f’(s) on (-x, x ) is called piecewise Lipschitz continuous 
on the right if there is a countable ordered set of points 
FIG~JRE 6 
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-m < ‘.’ <,‘., <Z”<Z, < ... < co, such that .f’(.~) is Lipschitz con- 
tinuous on each interval [a, h] provided (a, h) does not contain any of the 
points zi (Fig. 6). 
From our earlier discussion, it is now easy to conclude the following 
THEOREM 3.1. If Q(X) and u,,(x) are piecewise Lipschit: continuous 
satisfying condition (M ), and G(m) - $[rJz, + 0) -s,,(;, -0)] > 0, 
i = 0, * 1 )...) then there exists a global continuous solution of’the initial ualue 
problem (E) and (I). 
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